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ગજુરાત વિદ્યતુ વિયતં્રક આયોગ 
વિદ્યતુ લોક્પાલ, ગજુરાત રાજ્ય, 

પોલીટેક્િીક ક્્પાઉન્ડ, બેરેક િ.ં૩, આંબાિાડી, 
અમદાિાદ-૩૮૦૦૧૫ 

સમક્ષ 
કેસ િ.ં ૨૮/૨૦૧૮ 

અરજદાર : શ્રીમતી લક્ષ્મીબેિ જીિરાજભાઈ લખાણી 
   સરિે િ.ં૬૧ પૈકી પ્લોટ િ.ં૪ પૈકી સબ પ્લોટ િ.ં૯  
   માતાિાડી ઠંુમર જે્સિી બાજુમા,ં એલ.એચ.રોડ, સરુત-૩૯૫૦૦૬.   
રજૂઆત કરિાર: શ્રી િરેશભાઈ જે. ગોંડલીયા, અવિકૃત પ્રવતવિવિ  
   શ્રી વિિસ એસ. પટેલ, અવિકૃત પ્રવતવિવિ 

 

વિરૂધ્િ 
 

સામાિાળા : મેિેજર, 
ટોરેન્ટ પાિર લલવમટેડ 
ટોરેન્ટ હાઉસ, સ્ટેશિ રોડ, સરુત-૩૯૫૦૦૩   

રજૂઆત કરિાર: શ્રીમતી વિસ્સ્ટ પટેલ, આસી.મેિેજર(લીગલ), 
ટોરેન્ટ પાિર લલ., અમદાિાદ. 

::: રજૂઆત::: 
૧.૦. અરજદારે, ટોરેન્ટ પાિર લલવમટેડ, સરુતિા ગ્રાહક ફરરયાદ વિિારણ ફોરમિી ફરરયાદ 

િ.ં૨૫/૨૦૧૭-૧૮ અન્િયે અપાયેલ તા.૧૬.૦૩.૨૦૧ િા હકુ્મથી િારાજ થઈ અતે્ર રજૂઆત 
કરેલ છે. જે રજૂઆતિે આ કચેરીિા કેસ રજીસ્ટરે દાખલ કરી કેસ િ.ં૨૮/૨૦૧૮ થી િોંિેલ 
છે. આ કેસિી સિુિણી તા. ૧૭.૦૫.૨૦૧૮ િા રોજ રાખિામા ંઆિેલ. 

૨.૦. સિુિણી દર્યાિ અરજદારે િીચે મજુબ રજુઆત કરી. 
૨.૧. અરજદારે રેિન્ય ુસરિે િ.ં ૬૧ પૈકી પ્લોટ િ.ં ૪ પૈકી સબપ્લોટ િ.ં૯, માતાિાડી ઠંુમર 

જે્સિી બાજુમા ં એલ.એચ.રોડ, સરુત િાળી વમલકત અંગે તા.૧૪.૦૮.૨૦૧૭ િા રોજ 
સામાિાળા િીજ કંપિીમા ંNo Due Certificate મેળિિા અરજી કરેલ હતી. સદર વમલકત 
િેચાણ આપિાિા કારણોસર સદર મકાિમા ંિીચે જણાવ્યા મજુબ  સ્થાવપત થયેલ િીજ 
જોડાણ અંગે કોઈપણ પ્રકારનુ ં બાકી લેણ ુ િીકળતુ ં હોય તેિી જાણ કરિા અરજદારે 
સામાિાળાિે અરજી કરેલ. 

 (૧) ૫૦૦૧૪૯૨૭૪ (૨) ૫૦૦૨૮૩૪૨૬   (૩) ૫૦૦૫૬૯૩૧૮ 

 (૪) ૫૦૦૧૨૫૭૮૧ (૫) ૫૦૦૧૨૫૭૭૮  
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૨.૨. સામાિાળા દ્વારા તા.૦૬.૦૯.૨૦૧૭ િા પત્ર દ્વારા સવિિસ િ.ં ૫૦૦૦૯૦૪૯૩, ૫૦૦૨૩૬૦૮૧ 
અિે ૫૦૦૨૩૬૦૮૩ મા ંઅનકુ્રમે રૂ. ૫૭,૬૨૨/-, ૬,૬૩૭/- અિે રૂ.૧/- કંપિીિા લેણા પેટે 
બાકી િીકળે છે તેમ જણાિેલ તેમજ સદર લેણા ંdelay payment charges સાથે ભરપાઈ 
કરિા જણાિેલ.  

૨.૩. અરજદારે તા.૧૨.૦૯.૨૦૧૭ િા પત્ર દ્વારા સામાિાળા િીજ કંપિી પાસે િધ ુવિગતો માગેંલ, 
પરંત ુતે અંગે સામાિાળા દ્વારા કોઈ જિાબ પાઠિિામા ંઆિેલ િહીં. તા.૧૦.૧૦.૨૦૧૭ િા 
પત્રિી િકલ અરજદારિે તા.૦૨.૧૧.૨૦૧૭ િા રોજ મળેલ જેમા ંસામાિાળા દ્વારા િીચે 
દશાાવ્યા પ્રમાણે િીજબીલિી બાકી રકમ અંગે જાણ કરેલ. 
સવિિસ િ.ં ૫૦૦૦૯૦૪૯૩ િી વિગત. 
ફેબ્રઆુરી ૧૯૯૧ મા ંિોંિાયેલ િીજીલન્સ કેસિા બાકી લેણા ં રૂ. ૨,૮૪૨.૪૬ 

જુિ,૧૯૯૧ મા ંિોંિાયેલ િીજીલન્સ કેસિા બાકી લેણા ં રૂ.૯,૩૪૫.૯૪ 

સપ્ટે્બર,૧૯૯૨ મા ંસપ્લીમેન્ટરી બીલિા બાકી લેણા ં રૂ.૨૦,૮૧૬.૭૬ 

રડસે્બર,૧૯૯૨ મા ંિોંિાયેલ િીજીલન્સ કેસિા બાકી લેણા ં રૂ.૨૧,૨૪૭.૮૭ 

જાન્યઆુરી,૧૯૯૭ થી એપ્રીલ,૧૯૯૮ દર્યાિ બાકી લેણા ં રૂ.૨૫,૩૩૯.૦૫ 

કુલ લેણા ં રૂ.૭૯,૫૯૨.૦૮ 

જમા સીક્યોરીટી રડપોઝીટ રૂ.૨૧,૯૭૦.૦૪ 

સીક્યોરીટી રડપોઝીટ બાદ કરતા ંબાકી રહલેી રકમ રૂ.૫૭,૬૨૨.૦૪ 

બાકી લેણા ંપર સપ્ટે્બર,૨૦૧૭ સિુીિા રડલે પેમેન્ટ ચાર્જ  રૂ.૨,૮૮,૪૭૨.૯૬ 
કુલ બાકી લેણા ં રૂ.૩,૪૬,૦૯૫.૦૦ 

 

સવિિસ િ.ં ૫૦૦૨૩૬૦૮૧ િી વિગત: 
ફેબ્રઆુરી ૧૯૯૪ મા ંિોંિાયેલ િીજીલન્સ કેસિા બાકી લેણા ં રૂ.૭,૬૬૫.૮૨ 

૧૯૯૭ પહલેાિંા િીજલબલિા બાકી રૂ.૫.૯૦ 

કુલ લેણા ં રૂ.૭,૬૭૧.૭૨ 

જમા સીક્યોરીટી રડપોઝીટ રૂ.૧,૦૩૪.૫૦ 

સીક્યોરીટી રડપોઝીટ બાદ કરતા ંબાકી રહલેી રકમ રૂ.૬૬૩૭.૨૨ 

બાકી લેણા ંપર સપ્ટે્બર,૨૦૧૭ સિુીિા રડલે પેમેન્ટ ચાર્જ  રૂ.૩૨,૧૨૮.૭૮ 

કુલ બાકી લેણા ં રૂ.૩૮,૭૬૬.૦૦ 

 

 સવિિસ િ.ં૫૦૦૨૩૬૦૮૩ મા ંરૂ.૧.૦૦ લેણા પેટે બાકી િીકળે છે.  
૨.૪. અરજદાર દ્વારા સામાિાળા િીજ કંપિીિી રરડ્રસેલ કવમરટ સમક્ષ તા.૧૬.૧૧.૨૦૧૭ િા રોજ 

સદર બાબતે ફરરયાદ દાખલ કરિામા ંઆિેલ, જેમા ં ન્યાય િ મળતા ંઅરજદારે ફોરમ 
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સમક્ષ ફરરયાદ દાખલ કરેલ. ફોરમિા તા.૧૬.૦૩.૨૦૧૮ િા હકુમથી િારાજ થઈ અરજદારે 
લોક્પાલ સમક્ષ ફરરયાદ દાખલ કરી જેમા ંિીચે મજુબ જણાિેલ છે. 
(૧) સામાિાળા િીજ કંપિીિા તા.૧૦.૧૦.૨૦૧૭ િા પત્રમા ંદશાાિેલ સવિિસ લાઈિિા 

બાકી લેણા ંખોટા અિે ઉપજાિી કાઢેલ છે, જે અંગે સામાિાળા િીજ કંપિીએ લબલ 
રજૂ કરેલ િથી. 

(૨) સામાિાળા િીજ કંપિીિા તા.૨૪.૦૨.૨૦૧૦િા પત્રિી િકલ અરજદારિે અરજી 
કયાાિા ઘણા લાબંા સમય બાદ આપિામા ંઆિેલ છે.  

(૩) સામાિાળા િીજ કંપિી દ્વારા ફેબ્રઆુરી,૧૯૯૧ પછી િિા િીજ જોડાણો તથા 
િીજભારમા ંિિારો/ઘટાડો પણ કરિામા ંઆિેલ છે તથા પ્લોટ િ.ં૧૦ મા ંિિા 
િીજ જોડાણો પણ આપિામા ંઆિશે.  

(૪) સવિિસ િ.ં૫૦૦૯૦૪૯૩ મા ંફેબ્રઆુરી,૧૯૯૧ મા ંરૂ.૨૮૪૨.૪૬ બાકી લેણા ંપેટે હોિા 
છતા ંસદર િીજ જોડાણ ચાલ ુરાખી જુિ,૧૯૯૧ મા ંફરીથી િિો કેસ બિાિીિે 
રૂ.૯૩૪૫.૯૪ તથા સપ્ટે્બર,૧૯૯૨ મા ં પરુિણી િીજલબલ પેટે બાકી લેણા ં
રૂ.૨૦,૮૧૬.૭૬ તેમજ રડસે્બર,૧૯૯૨ મા ંફરીથી Vigilance case દાખલ કરી 
રૂ.૨૧,૨૪૭.૮૭ બાકી લેણા ંપેટે દશાાિેલ છે. જાન્યઆુરી,૧૯૯૭ થી એપ્રીલ,૧૯૯૮ 
દર્યાિ બાકી પડતા ંિાણા ંદશાાિી કુલ રૂ.૭૯,૫૯૨.૦૮ બાકી લેણા ંપેટે દશાાિેલ 
છે. સદર સવિિસિો િીજ પ્રિાહ તા.૦૭.૦૪.૧૯૯૮ મા ં બિં કરેલ છે. આમ, 

સામાિાળા િીજ કંપિી દ્વારા િીજલબલિા બાકી લેણા ં પેટે કોઈ કાયાિાહી કરેલ 
િથી. સામાિાળા િીજ કંપિીિા રેકોડા પ્રમાણે બાકી લેણા ંકાઢિામા ંઆિેલ છે તે 
તદ્દિ ખોટા અિે ઉપજાિી કાઢેલ છે જેિે રદ્દ કરિા વિિતંી કરી.    

2.5. On 17.05.2018 Appellant has submitted rejoinder and reiterated 

the certain above mentioned paragraphs. It is further stated as 

under: 

(1) As per record, Appellant has applied for No Due Certificate from 

Respondent in which Respondent has mentioned the dues amount 

for three number of services as shown in para No.2.3. The bill 

assessed along with delay payment charges that shown by 

Respondent against alleged theft case.  

(2) Appellant has mentioned that checking made by Respondent dated 

10.10.17 and as per theft, detailed assessment was made by 

Respondent. Thereafter new connection was also given by 

Respondent. 
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(3) Appellant has referred Supply Code Regulation, Clause No. 7.3 to 

7.11 and stated that Respondent has released new electric 

connection and also granted extension in the service.  

(4) Appellant has referred the Limitation Act, 1963 for recovery of the 

dues amount against the services. 

(5) Appellant has also referred the Consumer Protection Act, 1986 and 

referred the meaning of ‘Service” and stated that assessment made 

by assessing officer under Section 126 or against the offence 

committed under Section 135 to 140 of Electricity Act,2003 is not 

maintainable before consumer Forum.  

(6) It is stated that Electricity Act,2003 and the Consumer Protection 

Act, 1986 runs parallel for giving redressal to any person who falls 

within the meaning of “consumer” under Section 2(1)(d) of the 

Consumer Protection Act 1986 or the Central Government or the 

State Government or Association of Consumer, but it is limited to 

the dispute relating to unfair trade practice or a “restrictive trade 

practice” adopted by the service provider or if the consumer suffers 

from deficiency in service or hazardous service or the service 

provider has charged a price in excess of the price fixed by or under 

any low.    

(7) It is requested by Appellant to give suitable order with natural 

justice. 

3.0. Respondent has represented the case as under: 

3.1. Appellant has stated in her written statement that she has 

preferred appeal under Section 15 of Consumer Protection 

Act,1986. The said act is not applicable to Ombudsman since 

Ombudsman is constituted by GERC through Notification No.2 of 

2011.  Delegation of power under Clause (r) to (s) of sub-section 2 

of Section 181 read with (5) to (7) of Section 42 of Electricity Act, 

2003. Hence Hon’ble Ombudsman should dismiss the appeal on 

jurisdictional ground. 
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3.2. Appellant in her written submission has argued that the dues are 

pertaining to theft case booked on 10.10.2017, therefore in light of 

Regulation 2.30(II) of Notification No.2 of 2011, the Hon’ble 

Ombudsman has no jurisdiction to entertain such appeal. 

Therefore, the appeal should be dismissed on primary stage. 

However, the theft case was of the year 1991 which is during the 

period before the New Electricity Act,2003 came into existence and 

dues of such matter cannot be contested before Ombudsman.  

CGRF and Ombudsman cannot exercise jurisdiction in 

adjudicating theft related issues under the Electricity Act,2003.    

3.3. The relevant facts of the matter submitted are as under: 

(1) The present appeal is in context of outstanding dues in three 

services viz. Service No. 500090493, 500236081 and 

500236083. The details pertaining to the services are as 

under:  

Sr.No. BP No. Plot No. Name 

1 500090493 SY No.61 Plot 04-

SubPlot 9, Karanj 

Lakshmiben Jivrajbhai  

2 500236081 SY No.61, Plot 04-

SubPlot 9, H No.1, 

GF, Karanj 

Kantaben Ravjibhai 

3 500236083 SY No.61 Plot 04-

SubPlot 9, H No.2, 
FF, Karanj 

Lakshmiben Jivrajbhai  

 

 Whereas Service No.500090493 was initially provided to one 

Madhubhai Gobarbhai Patel for SY No.61 Plot 04-SubPlot9, 

the said service was transferred in the name of Appellant on 

11.05.1991 based on Index copy dated 30.07.1990 as well as 

the written consent of the owner dated 05.04.1991. The said 

Index copy mentioned Appellant’s ownership of second and 

third floor of building. Whereas as Service No.500236081 

was in the name of Gobarbhai Premjibhai Patel for SY No. 61 

Plot 04, SubPlot 9, the said service was transferred in name 

of one Kantaben Ravjibhai based on Index copy dated 

30.07.1990 which stated the ownership of ground floor as 
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well as first floor of building bearing for SY No.61 Plot 04-

SubPlot 9. Whereas Service No.500236083 was initially 

provided in name of Gobarbhai Premjibhai Patel, the said 

service was transferred in name of Appellant based on the 

Index copy dated 30.07.1990 provided by the Appellant. 

 The Appellant was issued vigilance bill dated 28.02.1991 in 

Service No.500090493, subsequently the Appellant was 

again issued with another vigilance bill dated 30.06.1991. 

Apart from the appellant was also with issued meter 

supplementary bill dated 30.09.1992 and subsequently 

another vigilance bill dated 31.12.1992. The appellant’s 

electricity connection in service No.500090493 was finally 

disconnected on 07.04.1998. For Service No.500236081 the 

Appellant was issued vigilance bill dated 28.02.1994. 

(2) Appellant through her letter dated 14.08.2017 requested the 

Respondent to provide details of any due if payable except 

the current energy bill for property bearing SY No.61, Plot 

No.4, SubPlot 9. Appellant further requested to provide 

details pertaining to dues if any in Service No.500149274, 

500283426, 500569318, 500125781 and 500125778. The 

Appellant while addressing her requirement demanded that 

the said should be provided to her representative within 15 

days else she shall not be responsible for any payment 

whatsoever. The Appellant further requested that in case of 

no dues pending, the Respondent may issue “No Dues 

Certificate”. 

(3) Respondent vide its letter No. BPT/Progress/6139 dated 

06.09.2017 provided pending dues in Service No.500090493, 

500236081 and 500236083. The Respondent further 

informed that the amount mentioned in the letter for the 

given services needs to be cleared along with the Delay 

Payment Charges. 
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(4) Appellant through her letter dated 12.09.2017 responded 

that the Respondent provide details pertaining to 

outstanding dues such as the year when it first incurred, for 

what purpose they incurred. The Appellant also requested to 

provide the breakup of dues along with accruing Delay 

Payment Charges. 

(5) Respondent in reference to letter, provided the breakup of the 

dues with the reasons through letter No. BPT/ 

Progress/9702 dated 10.10.2017. The Respondent further 

made clarification at the bottom of the letter that Delay 

Payment Charges are up to September,2017 only, hence the 

Delay Payment Charges will differ on the date on which the 

dues are paid. 

(6) Appellant made the representation before the Redressal 

committee of the Respondent and subsequently before 

Hon’ble Consumer Grievances Redressal Forum. Hon’ble 

Forum heard and studied the representation made by the 

representatives of the parties and held that as per Clause 

6.82 of Notification 4 of 2015, the Respondent is very much 

within its right to collect the outstanding amount along with 

Delay Payment Charges from the Appellant.     

3.4. Respondent has denied the contentions raised by Appellant in her 

appeal memo. 

3.5. Respondent has time and again replied the query raised by 

Appellant and addressed a letter to Appellant. Appellant is not 

available at address given to Respondent and is not a fault of 

Respondent on part of non-receipt of letter dated 10.10.2017. 

Respondent has already provided breakup of the dues. 

3.6. It is submitted that Appellant has not produced that dues raised 

by the Respondent are concocted as such they have not produced 

the copies of bills before Hon’ble Forum. It is very pertinent to note 

that although the complaint was pertaining to demand of No Due 
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Certificate for three services, but the appeal seems to focus only on 

Service No.500090493. Therefore, it can be construed that the 

Appellant very well acknowledges her duty to pay the outstanding 

sum and is ready to clear the outstanding, however considering the 

quantum of amount involved in Service NO.500090493, has a 

grievance of the O/S and DPC levied. It is also pertinent to note 

that during the proceedings before Hon’ble CGRF the 

representative of the Appellant had claimed that Appellant’s 

deceased husband was managing the business, whereas her sons 

were minor during the relevant point of time, hence the Appellant 

is unaware of any vigilance case etc., however looking at the present 

appeal, it is very much clear that the Appellant is in complete 

knowledge of the same. As far as new connection is concerned, it is 

vehemently denied Respondent ever provided new connection on 

the given plot in fact the new connections, increase in load etc., 

were provided to different individual exercising their control over 

the different part/floor of the premises altogether. It is very clear 

from the registered sale deed dated 09.02.2006, which has not been 

added by the Appellant before this Hon’ble Ombudsman that 

Appellant has also bought the remaining portion from Kantaben 

Ravjibhai, hence the Appellant is sole owner of Plot No.09 only, 

hence she cannot take the plea that connections etc., were provided 

in Plot No.10 and yet no demand was ever made during that 

material point of time therefore the Respondent has no right in 

demanding the dues from her. The Appellant in her prayer stated 

that the company had even after raising the respective bills 

continued to provide electricity supply. The Appellant also further 

stated that the Respondent let meter function for 16 months before 

disconnection on 07.04.1998. Moreover, the Appellant further 

contends that the company only issued recovery notice dated 

24.02.2010 for outstanding dues, however even after issuing the 

notice no action was even taken by Respondent. Therefore, in light 
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of this the dues raised by Respondent are forged. In reference to 

this averment it is submitted that Appellant in order to elude from 

her liability is trying to blame company for non-recovery of dues at 

the relevant point of time. It should be kept in mind that by simply 

blaming the respondent for non-recovery of dues, the Appellant 

cannot shy away from her moral responsibility for paying the dues. 

Respondent always strives to provide the best quality power its 

consumer of different categories of consumers and only charges for 

the units consumed. The Respondent is mandated to provide 

electricity in the licensed area regulatory framework 

framed/notified by Hon’ble GERC from time to time, who has 

received mandate to regulate the supply of electricity by the act of 

the parliament. The Respondent never concocts or fudges its record 

to extort the money. The dues which are raised by the Respondent 

are just fair, legitimate and Appellant is duty bound to clear. As 

such the entire pending dues in the books of accounts are created 

based on the bills issued by the Respondent to Appellant from time 

to time and have been continuously shown as arrears in the ledger 

of the Respondent company.  

3.7. It is submitted that the averments made by the Appellant in the 

additional representation dated 17.05.2018 are mere after thought, 

it may be noted that the Appellant has never made such arguments 

before Hon’ble Forum as well in the appeal memo of the Appellant. 

The averments made by the Appellant have no iota of truth. In fact, 

they by quoting sections of various acts and regulation are trying 

to mislead Hon’ble Ombudsman.  

3.8. With reference to the averments made by the Appellant, 

Respondent has submitted as under: 

(i) The Appellant is preferring her Appeal under the provisions 

of Consumer Protection Act,1986 which is not applicable to 

Hon’ble Ombudsman, hence the appeal should be dismissed. 
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(ii) Contentions of Appeal is that the dues are pertaining to the 

theft case booked on 10.10.2017. Hence in such 

circumstances the present appeal is outside the scope of the 

jurisdiction of Hon’ble Ombudsman and hence also needs to 

be dismissed. 

(iii) Respondent is very much within its right to demand the 

outstanding dues which are attached to the property. As 

such the dues are attached to property as provided in 

“Supply Code” notified by Hon’ble Commission. 

(iv) Appellant was raising the dispute only to create controversy 

for the purpose of shying away from her responsibility. The 

Appellant’s conduct itself proves that Appellant has before 

hand knowledge of the dues which she needs to pay with 

Delay Payment charges which are envisaged by Hon’ble 

GERC through Regulation 6.82 of the Electricity Supply Code 

and Related Matters Regulations,2015 (Notification 4 of 

2015) has authorized the Licensee to levy Delay Payments 

Charges as per prevailing tariff order.    

                        ::: ORDER ::: 

4.0. I have considered the contentions of the Appellant and the 

contentions of Respondent and the facts, statistics and relevant 

papers, which are on record, and considering them in detail, my 

findings are as under.  

4.1. Representation filed by appellant with having subject matter of 

issue of No Due Certificate by Respondent i.e. TPL, Surat. Even 

before CGRF, TPL, main grievance was for issue of “No Due 

Certificate” for the services as mentioned in letter dated 

10.08.2017. 

4.2. Appellant, vide letter dated 16.11.2017 addressing to Redressal 

Committee, Surat and vide her letter dated 01.02.2018 addressed 

to CGRF, Surat has raised an issue in regard to amount shown as 

a dues amount against 3 No. of services and payment of said with 
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Delay Payment Charges and for that to grant chance for hearing, 

and accordingly CGRF has heard the grievance of Appellant.  

4.3. CGRF has observed as under:  

 Appellant was well aware about the pending dues against services 

of Respondent and Respondent has intimated breakup of dues to 

Appellant. 

 CGRF has made assumption that the grievance of Appellant 

pertaining to Delay Payment Charges. Respondent has calculated 

Delay Payment Charges as per the provisions of Supply Code 

Regulation No.4 of 2015. The dues amount shown by Respondent 

is as per Rules and Regulations of GERC. Hence, prayer of 

Appellant as per grievance is not accepted and rejected. 

4.4. Before Ombudsman, Appellant has prayed to decide the grievance 

with natural justice. Subsequently, Appellant has raised the issue 

as mentioned in Para No. 2.5 vide rejoinder dated 17.05.2018.  

 Respondent has replied in his submission that as per contentions 

filed by Appellant as per rejoinder, present subject matter cannot 

be decided on the ground of jurisdiction of Ombudsman as per 

Notification N o.2 of 2011. 

4.5. In the representation main issue pertains to issue of “No Due 

Certificate” to Appellant as per her application dated 14.08.2017. 

Respondent has intimated to Appellant vide letter dated 

06.09.2017 regarding dues amount of various services of Appellant. 

Thereafter, Appellant has raised the subsequent issues relating to 

dues, part of dues, period, checking of installations and theft case 

related supplementary bills and recovery of Delay Payment Charges 

etc., which was not a part of grievance at original stage of grievance 

before CGRF, and CGRF has also not looked into and not decided 

such issues even subsequently raised issues are related with 

subject matter of theft cases and supplementary bill for the theft 

cases becomes a part of amount dues from the Appellant, as shown 

by Respondent. Such issues of theft cases are restricted to deal 
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with as per pre-conditions of Clause 3.17 of Notification No.2 of 

2011. 

4.6. On above circumstances, representation of Appellant in relation 

with issue of “No Due Certificate” does not have any ground to deal 

with as Respondent had intimated regarding dues pending against 

services of Appellant. Therefore, representation of Appellant is not 

valid and not maintainable to decide, hence rejected.      

4.7. I order accordingly. 

4.8. No order as to costs. 

4.9. With this order, representation/Application stands disposed of.  

 
 

 
 

               (Dilip Raval) 

                      Electricity Ombudsman 
                      Gujarat State 
 

 
Ahmedabad. 

Date: 11.06.2018. 


